Abstract-The analysis of spatial relations between objects in digital images plays a crucial role in various application domains related to pattern recognition and computer vision. Classical models for the evaluation of such relations are usually sufficient for the handling of simple objects, but can lead to ambiguous results in more complex situations. In this article, we investigate the modeling of spatial configurations where the objects can be imbricated in each other. We formalize this notion with the term enlacement, from which we also derive the term interlacement, denoting a mutual enlacement of two objects. Our main contribution is the proposition of new relative position descriptors designed to capture the enlacement and interlacement between two-dimensional objects. These descriptors take the form of circular histograms allowing to characterize spatial configurations with directional granularity, and they highlight useful invariance properties for typical image understanding applications. We also show how these descriptors can be used to evaluate different complex spatial relations, such as the surrounding of objects. Experimental results obtained in the different application domains of medical imaging, document image analysis and remote sensing, confirm the genericity of this approach.
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INTRODUCTION
T HE spatial organization of objects plays a fundamental role in the perception of similarity between scenes or situations. Over the last decades, a large number of studies were conducted on spatial relations, in different scientific domains ranging from psychology, linguistics and human cognition [1] , to artificial intelligence, pattern recognition and computer vision [2] . In particular, a strong focus has been placed on the proposition and the development of models for the evaluation of spatial relationships between objects present in image contents.
In this image understanding context, spatial relations are commonly divided into three main categories [3] : topological relations (e.g., are the objects overlapping?), distance relations (e.g., are the objects far from each other?) and directional relations (e.g., is an object to the left of another?). Even in simple situations, classical binary relations cannot satisfactorily model the spatial organization of objects. As potential solutions, several fuzzy models, designed for the interpretation of images [4] , have been proposed in order to quantitatively capture the inherent imprecision carried by spatial relations [5] , [6] .
However, describing the relative position of objects arranged in complex spatial configurations remains a challenging task. As an illustrative example, let us consider the configurations presented in Fig. 1 . Most existing models fall short at properly capturing the surrounding situation of (a), the imbrication of the objects of (b), or the more complex spatial interlacement of the spirals depicted in (c). In this article, we address the issue of modeling such complex spatial relationships, where the objects present some form of enlacement or interlacement. Even though the semantics of such relations remain difficult to define properly, it is worth mentioning that they only arise when the objects are concave, or composed of multiple connected components [7] . Consequently, they can be considered at the boundary between the directional and topological categories.
The underlying idea of this work is to be able to study and answer various questions regarding such complex relations, for instance:
To which degree is an object enlaced by another object? To which degree are two objects interlaced together? Given an interlacement configuration, can we find a dominant orientation? How to distinguish different interlaced configurations of objects? Given two situations, which one is the most interlaced? The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some related work on the modeling of spatial relations in images. In Section 3, some useful definitions and notations are established, and we more formally state the problem studied in this research work. Then, our approach for the quantitative description of complex spatial configurations is presented in Section 4: we introduce the enlacement and interlacement histograms, which are relative position descriptors relying on directional information between the objects. We also put an emphasis on their invariance properties and their algorithmic implementation. In Section 5, we further explore how evaluations of different complex spatial relations can be derived from our proposed descriptors. Section 6 gathers experimental validations conducted on images from different application domains. Finally, conclusions and perspectives will be found in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
It has been highlighted in [8] that a distinction should be made between a spatial relationship and the relative position of an object with regards to another. There is indeed a strong duality between the two concepts.
On the one hand, a fuzzy evaluation of a spatial relation between two objects, such as "to the left of", allows to describe their relative position. For instance, the fuzzy landscape framework [9] is oriented towards this type of evaluations. This approach is based on a fuzzy modeling of given spatial relations directly in the image space, using morphological operations. Typical applications include for example graph-based face recognition [10] , brain segmentation from MRI [11] , or handwritten text recognition [12] .
On the other hand, the relative position of an object with regards to another one can have a representation of its own, from which it is then possible to derive evaluations of spatial relations. Such relative position descriptors include angle histograms [13] or force histograms [14] . Force histograms have proven to be quite powerful relative position descriptors. They have a known behavior with regards to affine transformations [15] , and efficient algorithms have been designed for their computation [16] . Force histograms are used in several application domains such as linguistic descriptions [17] , scene matching [18] or content-based image retrieval [19] , [20] . More recently, a new relative position descriptor has been proposed in [21] , allowing to capture different spatial relations based on Allen temporal intervals [22] . For a more detailed review of existing relative position descriptors, the interested reader can refer to [23] . It can also be noted that spatial information can also be captured at a finer scale within a local features framework, for example inspired by the works of [24] , [25] .
Although both types of approaches (fuzzy evaluations and relative position descriptors) allow to assess elementary directional relations in a quantitative way, they cannot straightforwardly be extended to deal with more specific spatial relations. For instance, in Fig. 1a , a typical evaluation of the "surrounding" spatial relation would imply the combination of different elementary directional relations: an object A has to be simultaneously in all directions of another object B in order to be considered surrounded by it. This approach is intuitive, but often leads to ambiguous results in practice, because the surrounding object B is also simultaneously considered in all directions of the surrounded object A. The same kind of observation can be made for the more complex spatial configurations of (b) and (c). Consequently, there is an important need for models dedicated to the proper handling of specific and contextual spatial relations, and several works were proposed in this direction.
A classical complex spatial relation is the "surrounding". The notion of visual surroundedness was first introduced in [26] . This idea has been further investigated in [27] with a dedicated fuzzy landscape approach. The surrounding relation has also been studied in [28] using force histograms, but the approach suffers from the ambiguities mentioned previously. Another specific spatial relation is "between". It has been thoroughly studied in [7] using definitions based on convex hulls, and morphological operations. In particular, applications of this spatial relation in digital histopathology have been proposed in [29] . The authors of [30] proposed an approach to measure the spatial relation "along". In the field of remote sensing imaging, methods were proposed for the detection of the alignment and parallelism of geographical objects [31] , as well as the "to go across" relation [32] .
To the best of our knowledge, even though different specific spatial relations were studied in the literature, no approach has been proposed to tackle the issue of measuring complex situations of enlacement and interlacement, such as the ones presented in Fig. 1 .
DEFINITIONS AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, we introduce some useful notations and definitions, in particular regarding the handling of objects. We also describe the intuitive idea behind what is intended with the terms enlacement and interlacement. Finally, we formally state the problem studied in this article, specifying some requirements around which we designed our approach.
Two-Dimensional Objects
In the Euclidean space, a two-dimensional object A can be defined as a nonempty, bounded set of points, i.e., A & R 2 . Equivalently, an object A can be defined by its characteristic (membership) function 1 A : R 2 ! f0; 1g, which associates a binary value to each point ðx; yÞ 2 R 2 . This definition of an object can easily be extended to the fuzzy case, and an object A is then defined as a fuzzy subset represented by its membership function m A : R 2 ! ½0; 1. More generally, it is possible to interpret two-dimensional objects as functions of compact support from R 2 to R, allowing for a more analytical manipulation. Therefore, for the sake of genericity, an object A will be identified in the following by its representative function f A : R 2 ! R.
Longitudinal Cuts
For ease of notation, throughout the rest of the paper, the Euclidean plane R 2 and the complex plane C are equivalently identified by the isomorphism ðx; yÞ 2 R 2 7 ! ðx þ iyÞ 2 C. 
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Let u 2 R be an orientation angle, and r 2 R a distance from the origin. We define the oriented line of angle u at the altitude r by the following non-finite set
where t 2 R denotes the coordinate of a point relatively to the line D ðu;rÞ . Let D ðu;rÞ be such an oriented line, and A an object. The subset A \ D ðu;rÞ represents a one-dimensional slice of the object A, also called a longitudinal cut. In the case of binary objects, such a longitudinal cut of A is either empty (the oriented line does not cross the object) or composed of a finite number of segments, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . In the continuous case, similarly to the functional notation of objects defined previously, a longitudinal cut of A along the line D ðu;rÞ can be interpreted as a function f ðu;rÞ A defined as
where t represents a point on the one-dimensional line D ðu;rÞ and f
ðu;rÞ
A ðtÞ gives us the representative value of this point on the plane, according to the object A.
Enlacement and Interlacement
As stated previously, the goal of this article is to study complex spatial relationships such as how an object is enlaced by another, or how two objects are interlaced. Even though such spatial relationships are easily apprehended by human perception, they are usually vaguely defined and particularly ambiguous, making them difficult to evaluate quantitatively. Therefore, we propose to fix some vocabulary terms to designate these semantic concepts, and we explain what is intended behind these terms.
The term enlacement characterizes and generalizes the idea that an object A (commonly called the argument) is somehow between, surrounded or squeezed by another object B (the referent). Depending on the configuration, the relation "A is enlaced by B" may or may not hold, to a certain degree. It is a relative spatial relationship, in the sense that it is always defined on an object with regards to another. Also note that the relation is not symmetric: A can be enlaced by B, but the opposite might not hold.
Subsequently, the term interlacement is defined as a mutual enlacement of two objects. The term encompasses the idea that the two objects mutually surround each other (but not necessarily to the same extent). It is not a relative definition, but an absolute measurement based on the spatial configuration of the two objects.
These definitions can be intuitively illustrated by the examples of Fig. 1 . In (a), the relation "A is enlaced by B" holds to a certain degree, but not the opposite, so the relation "A and B are interlaced" does not hold. This is a typical surrounding situation. In (b), the enlacement between the objects is now mutual: there are parts of A surrounded by parts of B, and conversely. Therefore, according to our definition, we can consider that the two objects are interlaced, to some extent. In (c), the objects are strongly interlaced, because they mutually surround each other, in all directions.
Problem Statement
We seek to satisfactorily describe the enlacement and the interlacement between any given couple of two-dimensional objects, be it in the binary, fuzzy, or real case, while precisely taking into account the shape of the objects. The objects can also be composed of multiple connected components. Such a description should be able to discriminate different configurations of enlacement and interlacement between couples of objects, and should allow for both local and global evaluations to be derived.
Therefore, the problem may be apprehended in a similar fashion to a classical pattern recognition task, inducing for example invariance constraints with regards to rotations, translations and scaling transformations. Our goal is to build a quantitative relative position descriptor which is intuitive, fast to compute and applicable to any objects. Such requirements are useful in many image analysis tasks, and constitute the basis on which our approach is built.
DIRECTIONAL ENLACEMENT OF OBJECTS
In this section, we present the theoretical framework developed to quantitatively describe the enlacement between two-dimensional objects. As stated in the previous section, this problem is complex, especially because we have to take into account the shape of the objects. The reasoning process applied to build our approach is inspired by the one employed in [13] , [14] for the representation of directional spatial relations. It is mainly based on the assumption that a global evaluation of directional spatial relations can be achieved by aggregating local spatial information between individual points belonging to the objects.
One-Dimensional Enlacement
Let ðA; BÞ be a couple of two-dimensional objects. Our goal is to describe the enlacement of A with regards to B. In order to measure such a relationship, the idea is to use specific relative positions of individual points a i 2 A and b i 2 B as arguments to put in favor of the proposition "A is enlaced by B". In the case of measuring the enlacement, we have to capture the occurrences of points of A being somehow between points of B. However, it is difficult to precisely identify such occurrences in the two-dimensional plane. Therefore, we propose to treat points of the objects in a more convenient one-dimensional case, where the notion of betweenness can be precisely defined without ambiguities.
Let us first restrict ourselves to objects defined in the binary case, and let us consider an oriented line D ðu;rÞ . As explained previously, such a line goes through two finite sets of points of A and B, where each point can be uniquely defined by its one-dimensional coordinate relative to D ðu;rÞ . In this situation, an elementary occurrence of A being enlaced by B can be defined as an ordered triplet of points ðb i ; a k ; b j Þ 2 B Â A Â B where b i < a k < b j . This idea is illustrated in Fig. 3 . In the first configuration, the only argument that can be put in favor of "A is enlaced by B" is the ordered triplet ðb 1 ; a 1 ; b 2 Þ. Also, note that there is no argument in favor of the enlacement of B by A. In the second configuration, which is oriented in the opposite direction, several occurrences of primitive enlacement situations can be put in favor of "A is enlaced by B". In fact, the set of trip- 
Geometrically speaking, if the object A is defined in the binary case, this integral represents the cumulated length of the segments on the interval ½x; þ1½ of the considered longitudinal cut. Consequently, to capture the quantity of A located after points of B on this line, we have: 
Symmetrically, the quantity of A located before parts of B is obtained with: 
The goal is then to combine these two quantities, in order to take into account both parts of B before and after parts of A, leading us to the following general definition of the onedimensional enlacement. For example, if the objects are defined in the binary case, it corresponds to the total number of ordered triplets of points on the oriented line, which can be seen as arguments to put in favor of the proposition "A is enlaced by B" in the direction u.
As an illustration of this definition, 
Symmetrically, the enlacement of B segments by A segments is represented by A 1 B 2 A 2 .
Enlacement of Objects
In the previous section, we introduced the notion of enlacement between real-valued functions, which can be applied to the representative functions of objects sliced along a onedimensional oriented line. In the following, we explain how this definition can be further extended to handle twodimensional objects as a whole.
Let u 2 R be a fixed orientation angle. The set of all parallel lines fD ðu;rÞ ; r 2 Rg in this direction will slice any object into a set of longitudinal cut functions. To measure the enlacement of an object with regards to another in this direction, we aggregate the one-dimensional enlacement values obtained for each of these longitudinal cuts, as expressed by the following definition. 
The enlacement of A by B in the direction u is defined as the integral of the one-dimensional enlacement over all parallel oriented lines of direction u. The principle of this definition is illustrated in Fig. 5 . In the binary case, this definition corresponds to a number of triplets of points to put in favor 
of "A is enlaced by B" along the longitudinal cuts of the objects going in this direction. Intuitively, it can be interpreted as the quantity of B traversed while sliding the object A in the direction u, with regards to the quantity of B located on the opposite direction. The scalar value resulting from this definition is therefore essentially directional, and depends on the spatial configuration between the two objects. It is based on the mass distribution of the objects in space, according to the set of parallel lines of orientation u. For example, if no points of A are captured by points of B in the direction u, then we will have E AB ðuÞ ¼ 0. On the contrary, if large parts of A are trapped by large parts of B when looking at the objects in the direction u, then E AB ðuÞ will increase.
In order to illustrate this definition, Fig. 6 shows the enlacement profiles obtained along the set of directions u 2 ½0; 2p for a series of toy examples. The objects are composed of multiple connected components, properly displaying the behavior of the two possible enlacement profiles (E AB and E BA ) with regards to increasingly complex configurations. For the sake of simplicity, the enlacement here is essentially horizontal: the profiles are equal to 0 in most directions, with two isolated peaks centered around directions u ¼ 0 and u ¼ p. The most elementary situation of enlacement is the one depicted in (a), where only A is enlaced by B (and not the opposite, i.e., E BA ðuÞ ¼ 0 for any u). In (b), the enlacement of the two objects is now mutual: one component of B is trapped between two components of A, and conversely. The two enlacement profiles E AB and E BA are thus identical. In (c), one component of B is trapped between three components of A, resulting in a E BA profile greater than E AB . Finally, the large E AB peak in (d) is due to the three components of A being completely trapped by the components of B at the extremities. Note that these two components do not count towards E BA , and therefore E BA is identical to the previous situation, because the same component of B is still trapped by the components of A. These examples highlight the fact that the combination of both enlacement profiles E AB and E BA enables to precisely describe and discriminate the different configurations between a couple of objects ðA; BÞ. This leads to the notion of the interlacement between objects, which will be further investigated in the next section.
In the following, we enumerate some of the mathematical properties of Definition 2 (proofs of these properties can be found in Appendix).
Property 1 (Periodicity). For any two objects A and B, the directional enlacement E AB is periodic with period p, that is,
Property 2 (Translation). For any two objects A and B, the directional enlacement E AB is invariant with regards to translations. If we denote by T v the translation by a vector v 2 C ' R 2 , we have,
Property 3 (Rotation). For any two objects A and B, the directional enlacement E AB is quasi-invariant with regards to rotations. Let a 2 R be a rotation angle and let R a be the associated rotation transformation, then we have,
Property 4 (Scaling 1). For any two objects A and B, the directional enlacement E AB is quasi-invariant with regards to scaling transformations. Let 2 R be a scaling factor and let S be the associated scaling transformation, then we have,
The p-periodicity of E AB ðuÞ highlighted by Property 1 is interesting from an algorithmic point of view, because it allows to restrict the computation to the ½0; p interval. The other properties guarantee that the directional enlacement is invariant with regards to translations, that rotations only result in circular shifts, and that scaling transformations are linear with regards to the scaling factor.
Enlacement and Interlacement Histograms
In the following, we present how to extend Definition 2 in order to build our enlacement and interlacement Fig. 5 . The set of all parallel lines going in a given direction slices the objects A and B into sets of longitudinal cuts. The combination of the one-dimensional enlacement values obtained for each of these longitudinal cuts allows to measure the overall enlacement in this direction. Fig. 6 . Evolution of the directional enlacement profiles E AB and E BA on a series of simple examples where objects are composed of multiple connected components (white: object A, gray: object B), illustrating increasingly complex configurations in the horizontal directions. In these examples, each square has an area of 10 Â 10 pixels (in (b), the two curves overlap).
descriptors. To better reflect the overall enlacement of an object by another, the scalar enlacement value in a given direction should be relative to the overall area of the two objects considered. In such a way, the enlacement of different couples of objects having the same area (but different shapes) could be compared. Let us define the area kAk 1 of an object A by:
The directional enlacement descriptor is then given in the following definition.
Definition 3. Let A and B be two objects. The directional enlacement descriptor of A with regards to B is defined by the following function:
The enlacement descriptor E AB takes the form of a function, which associates to each angle u the enlacement value of A by B in this specific direction, normalized by the areas of the objects. By construction, each value of this function corresponds to an overall number of elementary occurrences of enlacement, obtained by considering longitudinal cuts of the objects in direction u. The descriptor can be interpreted as a circular histogram, which we call the E-histogram.
The normalization allows to better represent the idea that the global enlacement is measured by aggregating local occurrences of enlacement between points along onedimensional lines. Also, it allows us to introduce the following scale invariance property (proof provided in Appendix).
Property 5 (Scaling 2). For any two objects A and B, the enlacement histogram E AB is invariant with regards to scaling transformations. Let 2 R be a scaling factor and let S be the associated scaling transformation, then we have, E S ðAÞS ðBÞ ðuÞ ¼ E AB ðuÞ:
It is easy to show that Properties 1, 2 and 3 are preserved from E AB for the enlacement histogram E AB . With Property 5 deduced from Property 4, we conclude that the E-histogram between two objects is invariant with regards to translations and scaling transformations, and quasi-invariant to rotations (a rotation of angle a implies a shift of a in the descriptor).
The enlacement histogram E AB allows to quantitatively characterize how an object A is enlaced by another object B. It is therefore a relative position descriptor (it describes the position of an object with regards to another). As a result, the descriptor E AB on its own does not completely describe the spatial configuration of the couple of objects ðA; BÞ. As highlighted in Fig. 6 , the other descriptor E BA is complementary to E AB and should also be considered to describe the configuration. In the end, a combination of these two descriptors provides a description of the interlacement of the two objects (defined as a mutual enlacement in Section 3.3), which leads us to the following definition. 
As for the enlacement descriptor, the interlacement descriptor can be interpreted as a circular histogram, called the I-histogram. By construction, the invariance properties are preserved for the interlacement histogram.
Algorithm and Complexity
The directional enlacement and interlacement descriptors have been defined in the continuous case, using analytical notations to manipulate objects. In particular, it allowed us to generalize the notion of objects and to put an emphasis on invariance properties. Hereinafter, we propose algorithmic considerations to implement the descriptor of enlacement in a more practical discrete case, where the objects are represented by rasterized images of finite sizes.
Let us consider a square image composed of N pixels where A and B are defined as crisp (binary) objects. For a given direction u, the computation of E AB ðuÞ first requires to generate the set of parallel lines fD ðu;rÞ ; r 2 Rg. In practice, a single straight line D ðu;rÞ is rasterized using the classical Bresenham line-drawing algorithm. The subsequent parallel lines are obtained by shifting this initial line, ensuring that each pixel is counted once and only once.
On a single line, the number of points is in Oð ffiffiffiffi ffi N p Þ, the worst case appearing in the diagonal of a square image. The triple integral of Definition 1 is derived by an appropriate distribution of segment lengths products. The segment lengths are computed in an isotropic manner, taking into account the orientation angle. This handling of segments on a single line induces a cubic complexity, resulting in a computation in OðN ffiffiffiffi ffi N p Þ. Following this, the number of parallel lines is bounded by ffiffiffiffi ffi N p . Therefore, the computation of the enlacement histogram E AB along a set of k discretized directions has a worst-case complexity of OðkN 2 Þ. Note that this worst-case complexity is never achieved in practice, because it would imply extremely distorted objects where pixels of each object alternate with each other in a checkerboard pattern.
The number of directions k is usually fixed to a few hundreds (in this paper, we fixed k ¼ 180 according to a similar strategy adopted for F-Histograms [14] ). Note that the p-periodicity of the descriptor allows to optimize the computation (only the ½0; p interval has to be considered). Using this discretization strategy, the actual runtime is approximately 1-2 seconds for a 500 Â 500 image with an i7 CPU and a naive Python implementation. Also note that the computation is highly parallelizable, either in a multi-threaded or a distributed environment. Finally, the handling of fuzzy objects can be achieved by considering a finite set of m membership values, and using either a classical simple or double sum scheme [14] .
EVALUATION OF COMPLEX SPATIAL RELATIONS
In this section, we propose different approaches to use the enlacement descriptors for the interpretation of complex spatial relationships between objects. The goal is to illustrate that these descriptors can be considered in a more classical evaluation framework, while highlighting the discriminative power lying in directional information when dealing with the enlacement and the interlacement of objects.
Enlacement and Interlacement
The aim here is to evaluate the enlacement and the interlacement on different configurations of two objects using the descriptors proposed in the previous section. We propose to evaluate these spatial relations in directional manner, that is, we want to allow the evaluation of more specific spatial relations such as "enlaced/interlaced in direction u". Fig. 7 shows polar representations of the directional histograms obtained for the configurations introduced in Fig. 1 . Notice that (a) shows the enlacement E AB (E BA is null), while (b), (c) and (d) present the interlacement I AB . This polar representation allows to effectively visualize the distribution of the enlacement/interlacement along the different directions. In the following, H AB designates either the enlacement E AB or interlacement I AB (depending on the evaluation performed), normalized by its maximum value (it can then be assimilated to a fuzzy set).
A typical method to evaluate spatial relations is the fuzzy pattern matching approach [33] . The idea of this approach is to assimilate the directional histogram as a fuzzy set and to compare it to a fuzzy set modeling the desired spatial relation. The fuzzy set modeling the enlacement/interlacement in a specific direction is inspired by the one classically used to evaluate primitive directional relations (such as "to the right of"), for example in [13] . The fuzzy set centered in direction a is defined in [9] as m a ðuÞ ¼ m 0 ðu À aÞ where
In this work, this fuzzy set represents the degree of enlacement/interlacement in a specific direction a. Subsequently, the directional evaluation of the spatial relation represented by m a is obtained by both a necessity degree N a and a possibility degree P a , defined as follows:
minðH AB ðuÞ; m a ðuÞÞ;
maxð1 À H AB ðuÞ; m a ðuÞÞ:
Note that the min and max operators could by replaced by any fuzzy t-norm and t-conorm according to the desired semantics. The necessity N a represents a pessimist evaluation, while the possibility P a is an optimist evaluation. The interval ½N a ; P a allows to visualize the confidence in the presence of a dominant orientation. Table 1 shows the necessity-possibility intervals obtained for the configurations of Fig. 7 . For the sake of clarity, we present the results obtained for four orientation angles only in the ½0; p interval. This is due to the p-periodicity of the circular histograms. These results are consistent with the model: the possibility values allow to assess the confidence In our context, this approach does not allow for a proper evaluation of the overall quantity of enlacement or interlacement in a specific direction. As an alternative, we introduce the following averaging approach for the assessment of the enlacement and interlacement of objects. Let a 2 ½0; 2p be a direction angle. The idea is to compute the area below H AB on an interval of directions centered around a. An evaluation on the interval ½a À 
The value a represents the direction in which we want to evaluate the spatial relation, while v controls the width of the interval, allowing to measure either a local or a more global directional information. For example, the interval ½0; p 2 allows to measure the interlacement located in the topright direction, while an evaluation on the entire ½0; 2p interval measures the overall quantity of enlacement/interlacement in the configuration. Table 2 shows the evaluation results obtained for the configurations of Fig. 7 . For each configuration, evaluations are performed on successive intervals centered on a i ¼ f0; , as well as a global evaluation on ½0; 2p. For configuration (a), the evaluation is performed on the enlacement histogram, and we can observe higher values in the horizontal directions, with an overall enlacement of 0.61. The lower enlacement in the vertical directions is due to the small hole in the bottom of object B. A more specific method for such "surrounding" configurations is introduced in the next section. Configuration (b) clearly highlights that the two objects are more interlaced in the vertical direction. Finally, the spirals (c) and (d) both result in a strong overall interlacement (0.78 and 0.90 respectively), while also featuring a stronger value in the horizontal direction. This dominant orientation is mainly due to the external endings of the spirals, leading to a deeper level of interlacement between the objects in this direction.
Surrounding
In Section 3, we defined the enlacement as a generalization of the notion of surroundedness between objects of arbitrarily complex shapes. Therefore, given two objects (for example configurations presented in Fig. 8 ), we should be able to extract relevant information from the enlacement histogram E AB in order to evaluate to which degree one object is surrounded by the other. The spatial relation "surrounded by" is intrinsically difficult to evaluate, mainly because it is located at the boundary between a directional and a topological spatial relation. In the following study, we will focus mainly on directional information. Intuitively, and according to our definition, an object should be considered surrounded by another object if it is "enlaced" by it in "all" directions. The "all" directions point of view has been adopted by other works such as in [28] using F-Histograms and in [27] with a fuzzy landscape framework.
An evaluation of the spatial relation "surrounded by" for two objects A and B is a real number S AB 2 ½0; 1. When S AB ¼ 1, the object A can be considered as "totally surrounded" by the object B, whereas if S AB ¼ 0, A is "not surrounded at all" by B. Values in between should denote a degree of validity of the proposition. We propose a method to evaluate S AB from the enlacement descriptor E AB . The descriptor E AB is normalized by its maximum value, and can subsequently be interpreted as a repartition of the overall enlacement along the set of directions u 2 ½0; 2p. For a 2 0; 1 ½ , we define a cut of E AB as E a AB ðuÞ ¼ minfa; E AB ðuÞg. The idea is to compute the overall area below E a AB , with a being interpreted as a tolerance threshold. Therefore, we define the degree to which "A is surrounded by B" with tolerance a by,
where d denotes the function taking the value 1 in 0, and is 0 elsewhere. For a tolerance of a ¼ 0, the object is considered to be surrounded as long as the enlacement is not equal to zero, and only the overall area where the enlacement is equal to zero lowers the surrounding value S AB ð0Þ. Similarly, when a 2 0; 1 , as long as E AB ðuÞ ! a, the object is considered to be surrounded. In order to enrich this approach, we compute S AB ðaÞ for multiple values of a 2 0; 1 ½ . Studying the evolution of the surrounding values S AB ðaÞ allows to interpret the situation from different points of views, from pessimistic to optimistic, and to better take into account the complexity of this spatial relation. Fig. 9 shows a box plot of the S AB ðaÞ values obtained for the configurations of Fig. 8 . It allows to visualize the mean (red square) and median (red bar), as well as the dispersion of the surrounding values in 0; 1 ½ , and the rectangular box is delimited by the first and third quartiles.
Configurations (a) to (d) are similar, in the sense that the shape of the objects is uniform. In situation (a), the object is completely surrounded, and as expected, the surrounding value is 1 for all tolerance thresholds. In situation (b), the object is only partially surrounded, resulting in a lower surrounding value around 0.55. The object is also partially surrounded in situation (c), where half of the surrounding circle has been cut out. We can also notice that the uniformity of situations (b) and (c) results in a relatively compact repartition of the evaluations. In situation (d), small parts were added preventing the object to leave without crossing the surrounding object, and therefore most points of views are close to 1, but with a wider spread of values.
Situations showed in (e) and (f) are different. For situation (e), the most optimist point of view gives a surrounding value of 1, obtained for a ¼ 0. It means that there exists no direction angle u where the enlacement is equal to zero, or in other words, the object cannot leave without crossing at least small parts of the other object. However, because the top part of the surrounding object is thinner, the resulting surrounding values are relatively low on average, with a value around 0.5 for the most pessimist point of view. Finally, most values tend to agree that the object is surrounded in situation (f), and the optimist point of view is 1. Yet, the object can leave by crossing smaller amounts of the surrounding object, and the pessimist point of view would say that the object is surrounded to an extent of 0.5.
For comparison purposes, we also present in Table 3 the results provided by the main quantitative methods dedicated to the evaluation of the surrounding of objects: the approach of [28] using F-Histograms and the approach of [27] with a fuzzy landscape framework. In [28] , the authors aggregate different a-cuts of the Force Histogram between the two objects, using a single sum scheme, which results in a single real-valued evaluation. The results of [27] are based on the definition of a specific fuzzy landscape, considering only the concavities of the surrounding object. We then obtain a necessity/possibility interval and an average value as the final evaluations. Here we did not apply the optional decision function as mentioned in [27] , because it resulted in evaluations of 1.00 for most our proposed configurations. Even though the interpretation of the surrounding spatial relation is highly subjective, we believe that our approach allows for a richer interpretation of the configurations proposed in Fig. 8 . Besides, the approach of [28] suffers from the "semantic inverse" paradox (i.e., the opposite surrounding evaluation of B by A gives the same results), while the approach of [27] is highly sensitive to discretization issues.
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATIONS
In this section, we present different experimental applications designed to illustrate the genericity of our approach in various practical domains of image analysis and pattern recognition. We introduce applications in the contexts of medical imaging (characterization of blood vessels in retinal imaging pathologies), document image analysis (recognition of decorative drop caps) and remote sensing (classification of geographical urban objects).
Overview of Comparative Methods
We first introduce the different feature descriptors used as comparative methods in the following experiments, which can be considered as relevant baselines. The features used are Force Histograms [14] (FHistograms) and Generic Fourier Descriptors [34] (GFD). FHistograms are state-of-the-art relative position descriptors which focus on classic directional relations. In our experiments, FHistograms are computed with a constant force along a set of k ¼ 180 discrete directions, as for the interlacement descriptors. GFDs are wellknown binary shape descriptors capturing the invariant frequencies of shape patterns. We would like to emphasize that our goal is not to obtain the best reachable results for each considered application, but to illustrate that in practical tasks, our approach can lead to new insights in the characterization of complex spatial configurations.
Blood Vessels Characterization in Retinal Imaging
Datasets
In these experiments, we used three public datasets of fundus photographs of the retina: DRIVE [35] , CHASEDB1 [36] and High-Resolution Fundus (HRF) [38] . These datasets are generally used to evaluate blood vessels segmentation methods, and are often provided with gold standard segmentations from ophthalmology experts. Here, we propose to use our descriptors to characterize the interlacement of the blood vessel structures within the rest of the fundus in retinal images. The DRIVE dataset is composed of 20 images where the optic disks are shifted from the center, while the CHASEDB1 dataset is composed of 20 images with centered optic disks. Fig. 10 presents some examples of these two specific datasets. The HRF dataset is composed of 45 images: 15 fundus from healthy patients, 15 with diabetic retinopathy symptoms and 15 with glaucoma symptoms. Fig. 11 presents some illustrative samples of this dataset.
Experimental Protocol
The first experimental application is designed to evaluate the robustness of our descriptors with regards to image segmentation issues. To this end, the goal was to perform a classification of the images from DRIVE and CHASEDB1, trying to discriminate vascular networks where the optic disk is shifted (DRIVE) from the ones where it is centered (CHASEDB1). The vascular networks were segmented from these images using an automatic blood vessel segmentation approach [37] achieving state-of-the-art results on these datasets. From these results, we then gradually added different types of random noise (salt & pepper, Speckle and Gaussian noise) to the segmentations, which can be interpreted as increasingly strong segmentation errors. The second application is the automatic classification of retinal pathologies. We used the images of the HRF dataset and their gold standard segmentations from ophthalmology experts. We split the images into two classes: healthy images and pathological images (including both diabetic retinopathy and glaucoma cases). Indeed, pathological blood vessels may be affected by artifacts (e.g., neovascularization, aneurysms, hemorrhages) and the spatial configurations of their networks may be impacted [39] . Note that other biological symptoms could be used to characterize these pathologies, but the objective here is to illustrate that interlacement descriptors can be used to model a part of the complexity of these objects.
For both applications, we compute interlacement descriptors I AB on segmented images, with A being the blood vessels binary image, and B being the rest of the fundus. FHistograms are computed on the same couple of objects, and GFDs on the blood vessels. Classification is achieved using the k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm (with k ¼ 5) with the proposed descriptors. We use a leave-one-out cross validation strategy (each test sample is compared to the rest of the dataset) and the L 2 norm to compare descriptors. Table 4 shows the results of the noise robustness experiment on the DRIVE and CHASEDB1 datasets, where we report mean classification accuracy for increasing amounts of noise added to the segmented images. Salt & pepper was added with 10 increasing amounts in ½0; 0:10, while Speckle and Gaussian were added with 10 increasing variances s 2 ½0; 2. These results highlight the robustness of interlacement descriptors with regards to segmentation errors. They are significantly better than GFD descriptors at discriminating shifted and centered optic disks, and they slightly improve upon FHistograms, with lower standard deviations overall. Fig. 12 shows the precision-recall curves obtained for the second proposed experiment: the classification of retinal pathologies. From these results, we can observe the capacity of interlacement descriptors to discriminate images issued from pathological patients from the healthy ones. They allow to efficiently characterize the artifact symptoms in the Fig. 10 . Examples of retinal images from the DRIVE [35] and CHASEDB1 [36] datasets, with their respective blood vessels automatic segmentations provided by [37] . The first image corresponds to a retina from the DRIVE dataset (shifted optic disk), while the other comes from CHASEDB1 (centered optic disk). Fig. 11 . Examples of retinal images from the HRF dataset [38] , alongside their respective gold standard blood vessels segmentations. From left to right: healthy case, diabetic retinopathy, glaucoma. The dataset used for this application is a collection of decorative drop caps images extracted from ancient documents, in the context of the NaviDoMass project. 1 Drop caps recognition is a challenging task since these patterns can present various textured backgrounds, as well as complex ornamental decorations [40] . This task is of great interest for the digital preservation of historical document collections in libraries, museums and archives. In this work, we used a subset of 120 images classified by historians into three classes, each class representing a different background style (independently from the letter itself): hatchings, dotted and mostly empty, as illustrated in Fig. 13. 
Results
Experimental Protocol
The goal here is to classify drop caps images according to their background classes. The underlying insight for this application is that these different background styles may be characterized by distinctive interlacement patterns. First, the images are segmented into two layers, separating the ink pixels (foreground) from the paper ones (background). We used several well-known binary thresholding procedures in order to assess the performance stability of the approach with regards to potential segmentation errors. The thresholding methods used are Otsu (minimum intra-class variance), Li (minimum cross-entropy), Isodata (inter-means) and Yen (maximum correlation with cost function). Then, for each image, the interlacement descriptor I AB is computed between ink (object A) and paper (object B). The classification protocol is the same as for retinal images: k-NN classifier with L 2 norm, and leave-one-out cross validation. Table 5 presents the classification results for the recognition of drop caps images. We report the accuracy scores obtained for the different segmentation methods, as well as for GFDs and FHistograms. From these results, we can see that interlacement descriptors are able to efficiently classify the different types of background styles depicted in this dataset. They outperform GFD descriptors on all segmentation methods, and they compete with FHistograms, while capturing a different kind of spatial information. Indeed, FHistograms mainly characterize the overall mass repartition of the two objects, while our approach takes into account their directional interlacement patterns.
Results
Classification and Retrieval of Urban Objects 6.4.1 Dataset
For this application, the dataset 2 used is a very high spatial resolution (VHSR) image (10 8 pixels) from the PL EIADES satellite, representing the urban area of Strasbourg, France. This image was segmented using a multiresolution bottomup algorithm [41] dedicated to the processing of VHSR images. The parameters of this algorithm were chosen in order to obtain a fine image partition, where segments could match with elementary urban objects. These segments were then labeled using a supervised classification approach with four semantic classes: buildings, roads, vegetation and water. This dataset also comes with a reference map of the different urban blocks in the image, where each block is delineated and labeled with its corresponding class. In these experiments, we used two classes: continuous (high-density blocks) and discontinuous (low-density blocks). This results in 617 images, each representing an urban block, with different sizes and shapes, and presenting different spatial configurations of urban objects. As illustrated in Fig. 14 , such urban blocks appear as very spectrally and geometrically heterogeneous, since they model a complex spatial composition of basic urban objects [42] .
Experimental Protocol
The first experiment is the classification of urban blocks as continuous or discontinuous. Indeed, independently from their shapes or sizes, such blocks are composed of distinctive spatial configurations of buildings and vegetation objects. For each urban block image, we compute the enlacement and interlacement descriptors between its buildings pixels (object A) and vegetation ones (object B). As for the previous applications, we employ the same classification protocol: k-NN classifier, leave-one-out cross validation, and comparison with FHistograms and GFDs.
The second experiment is to perform semantic queries for the retrieval of urban scenes, based on enlacement or interlacement configurations between any combination of urban objects. A typical semantic query could be formulated in natural language, for instance: "retrieve images with the highest interlacement between buildings and roads". Here, we did not use urban blocks described previously, but an exhaustive split of the initial segmented image into 396 square blocks of 500 Â 500 pixels. We then employed our averaging strategy described in Section 5.1 in order to obtain scalar evaluations from the descriptors (averaging in the ½0; 2p interval). These values are then sorted, and images can be retrieved based on their overall quantity of enlacement or interlacement. Fig. 15 shows the precision-recall curves obtained for the classification of urban blocks as continuous or discontinuous. We report results for enlacement (E AB and E BA ) and interlacement (I AB ) descriptors, as well as for GFDs and FHistograms. We observe that the best results are obtained for E AB , describing how buildings are enlaced by vegetation. This is a rather distinctive aspect between continuous and discontinuous urban blocks. On the contrary, interlacement descriptors (I AB ) perform rather poorly for this specific application. This might be due to the fact that many urban blocks do not present a mutual enlacement of objects, but instead a relative enlacement only. This reinforces our idea that enlacement and interlacement spatial relations can be used as different concepts, independently from each other, depending on the application requirements. Fig. 16 shows the results of several semantic queries performed in the context of our second experiment. Each row presents retrieved images (top, intermediate and last results) of semantic queries for different pairs of objects. Note that we discard images where the requested objects are not present. The three first queries show interlacement configurations of objects. The fourth query is different, because it shows enlacement configurations of an object by another. These retrieval results suggest that enlacement and interlacement descriptors can be used to perform semantic queries to efficiently retrieve areas with complex spatial organizations of geographical objects.
Results
Heatmaps
Finally, we also propose a strategy to visualize more in details the results of our enlacement features, by building heatmaps modeling the individual contribution of each pixel in the computation of the enlacement values between two objects. When computing the enlacement E AB , for each pixel of A, we keep track of the number of times it is counted as an argument towards the enlacement of A by B.
Conversely, we do the same for each pixel of B when computing E BA . A heatmap is then built by assigning to each pixel a color value reflecting its local enlacement degree. To illustrate this approach, two heatmaps for retinal images are presented in Fig. 17 . We can observe the stronger interlacement of blood vessels in the normal case, as opposed to the pathological case. This visualization approach can be useful in many practical cases.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we introduced an approach for the modeling of complex spatial configurations of objects represented in images. We defined the enlacement and interlacement spatial relations as a generalization of the notions of surrounding and imbrication of objects. Based on these definitions, we proposed new relative position descriptors, designed to characterize the enlacement and the interlacement of objects in a directional manner. These descriptors can handle the case of arbitrarily shaped objects, potentially composed of multiple connected components. We also put an emphasis on their invariance properties, which are often required in many pattern recognition tasks.
We presented experiments on different applications, illustrating the performance and the genericity of our approach. First, we showed how enlacement descriptors can be used in a fuzzy evaluation framework for the interpretation of complex spatial relations. Then, we proposed quantitative validations in the application domains of medical imaging, document analysis, and remote sensing.
In future works, we plan to extend our approach by integrating a measure of spacing in interlacement configurations, allowing to better take into account the distance between the objects. We also plan to combine this approach with other types of relative position descriptors, allowing to build composite vocabularies of spatial relations. Finally, we would like to further explore how to integrate such descriptors into recognition frameworks based on local features. He is also a member of the SIP team, LIPADE. His current research topics are spatial relations, feature selection, and image segmentation.
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